
HomeVisit
3D virtual property tours, allowing 
more people to view property 
listings, at anytime from anywhere



HomeVisit can transform the way listings    
are marketed, using high quality 2D and 3D 
imagery to showcase any size and style of 
property, boosting its marketing potential.

Our professional photographers capture imagery using 
the latest camera technology to create 3D virtual walk-
through tours, high resolution photographs, accurate 
floor plans (accuracy to within 99%) and teaser videos. 

These high quality assets are made available for your 
marketing and use in multiple media formats including 
brochures, websites, property portals and social media.

HomeVisit enables you to offer clients a premium, yet 
affordable alternative to ordinary property listings. 

The property showcase will captivate buyers and generate 
up to 50% more interest in a listing. It gives prospective 
buyers a better experience during their property searches, 
allowing them to conveniently enter a property from 
anywhere at anytime, without the need for an appointment. 

Virtual property marketing for Estate Agents
Win listings and maximise sales using affordable 3D VirtualTours
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3D VirtualTours

360° walk-through room 
by room experience, 

showcasing the property 
from every angle.

4K HDR Photographs

Professional high quality 
photography for both web 

and print capturing the best 
of the property.

Accurate Floor Plans

High resolution 2D floor 
plans, capturing the property 

specification.               
 (RICS compliant/accuracy within 99%)

Teaser Videos

Snapshot video 
presentations capturing 

the 3D experience to help 
market the property online.

Why choose HomeVisit?

 � Give prospective buyers an immersive property viewing experience 

 � Enable limitless property viewings without the need for appointments

 � Offers an attractive marketing service for vendors, to help win new listings

 � Affordable pricing making it available for any size and style of property

 � Our trained photographers are equipped with the latest camera technology

 � Everything is captured in one single visit with minimal disturbance to vendors

 � Receive high quality VirtualTours, video, photography and digital floor plans

Accurate Floor Plans

4K HDR Photographs
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CoreLogic UK empowers the Property 
Services Industry through Technology,       
Data and Connectivity.

The markets we serve include mortgage 
finance, property surveying, residential 
estate agency, insurance and energy. 

Our solutions help clients to streamline 
operations, improve performance, make 
smarter decisions and mitigate risk. 

We deliver value and work collaboratively 
with our clients, by listening to their needs. 
We address challenges and act quickly 
to present innovative and cost-effective 
technological and data driven solutions.

About us

million UK residential properties 
monitored daily for events

years of historic sales, listings 
and valuation data

million UK property transactions 
stored in our database

of all UK property valuations 
instructed using our technology
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